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It all began in the year 1915 when Georg
Oest founded a factory for the production of technical oils and lubricants –
Georg Oest & Cie. was born.

Today, the Oest Group is a diversified company
with approx. 250 employees and growing market
shares, including on an international level.
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The company has always remained true to its
roots, though. Freudenstadt in the Black Forest is
and will remain the headquarters and the home
of Oest.

1915
Georg Oest founded the company in 1915.

The 100th company anniversary is a reason
to celebrate, of course! Several opportunities
presented themselves – whether during trade fair
appearances or at sponsored events such as the
Black Forest Music Festival and the Baiersbronn
Classic.

Former company building on Bahnhofstraße.

The focus, however, was on the great anniversary
celebration at the Cultural and Congress Centre
in Freudenstadt. In addition to the employees,
many former “Oestians” and guests of honour
were invited. A successful evening in all respects,
with a great setting, a varied programme and
a lively atmosphere – an anniversary celebration
that will be remembered for a long time to come.

The founding year of Oest Maschinenbau, still
based within the mineral oil factory at that time.
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2011
Construction of the new company building
with 700 m2 laboratory area.
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2015
Oest today. Planned: a new warehouse and
logistics building.

Milestones

100 YEARS OEST –
A REASON TO CELEBRATE!

ÖSTOL – A TRADITIONAL BRAND
KEEPS GAINING MOMENTUM!

Our Östol teams had a successful season
taking part in several classic car rallies. Of
course the highlight was the Baiersbronn
Classic sponsored by us, the third new edition
of the legendary rally with the “Großer Östol
Ruhestein Bergpreis” race – an homage to the
first motorsports event after the war in Germany
in 1946.
On the starting line: nearly 130 participants
from eleven countries, rare classic vehicles,
many famous faces and a lot of spectators. The
Baiersbronn Classic has long been one of the
most popular classic car rallies of all. Participants,
spectators and organisers were thrilled. Results
and impressions from the rallye can be found at
www.baiersbronn-classic.de.

More than 87.000 visitors travelled to
Stuttgart this year to attend the Retro Classics,
the world's largest classic car exhibition. Östol
celebrated its 100th anniversary there – not only
with numerous guests at the exhibition stand, but
also as part of the official supporting programme:
A live interview with Alexander A. Klein, our Östol
brand ambassador Ellen Lohr and racing legend
Roland Asch took place on the main stage.
We were present with Östol at the Veterama
in Mannheim as well as at the spectacular
Brazzeltag at the Technik Museum Sinsheim,
and we were highly impressed by the number
of visitors. But of course we were particularly
happy about the great interest the fans of
classic vehicles took in our classic car oils.

The Germany automobile club ADAC is also
convinced of the quality of our Östol classic
vehicle oils. All historic ADAC roadside
assistance vehicles were converted to Östol.
The historic ADAC roadside assistance vehicles
are in action at many events and classic car
rallies. So it is not a surprise that drivers and
ADAC helpers choose the safe option in
case of a breakdown, using only top quality
for all spare parts, lubricants and motor oils.
The ADAC's decision to equip its entire fleet of
historic assistance vehicles with Östol says it all
and underlines the quality of our mildly doped
and undoped monograde and multigrade oils
“Made in Germany”.

“PIT STOP” AT AVIA IN STOCKACH
In addition to a modern car wash, it is also linked
to a Burger King restaurant and a snack bar.
Last but not least the attractive till, shop and
bistro area in a cosy alpine style forms the heart
of the AVIA petrol station.

Many customers plan carefully so they can come
to Meßkircher Straße 42 in Stockach for their
“pit stop”. The service-oriented petrol station
concept in combination with an attractive food
and shop offering is apparently extremely popular!

PETROL STATION NEWS IN BRIEF
60 years of successful cooperation!
The large AVIA petrol station in Stockach is
the first complete newly built station with
the new AVIA design in Germany.
Only 16 weeks construction time are certainly
a rather ambitious target for a large petrol
station. Our project near Lake Constance, which
was completed as scheduled, proved that it is
possible.
A large modern petrol station with ample space
for cars and HGVs was built on an area of around
5000 square metres.

Trusting business relationships with our
leaseholders and petrol station owners form the
basis for the joint success under the umbrella of
the AVIA brand. We have been following this path

with many business partners for decades – and for
60 years already with the Schneider family and
their AVIA petrol station in Gruol. On the occasion
of this anniversary, Tino Schenk delivered heartfelt
congratulations and a gift basket.

Support for Kinderherzen e.V.
As last year, Oest Tankstellen GmbH & Co. KG
continues to support the association for the
support of German paediatric cardiac centres. Information about the association can be found at
www.kinderherzen.de.

“RECORD PROJECT” SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
BY OEST MASCHINENBAU
The largest order in the company history of
Oest Maschinenbau to date was completed
and delivered as scheduled. It is a production
line for the manufacturing of ceiling and floor
elements for mobile homes.
The plant with approx. 360 square metres
includes two glueing stations as well as extensive
automation technology for the entire component
handling process, such as glueing tables, conveyor
belts, chain conveyors and suction lifting portals
as well as a climate chamber for bringing the
adhesives to the right temperature.

After assembly and extensive tests at Oest, the
new plant was commissioned at the customer
facility. Within 14 days, the individual stations
were installed and the first test runs were carried
out to optimise the interaction of the individual
units in practical application. After extensive
training and production support, the plant was
handed over to the customer.
What is remarkable is that the large project took
only six months from receipt of the order to the
production of the first parts at the customer
factory. A truly remarkable feat for a plant of this
magnitude!

NEW FILLING SYSTEM “MADE BY OEST”!
The special feature: The system can be operated
from both sides and can be used flexibly for
barrels and cans.

That's teamwork! Oest Maschinenbau has
developed a new filling system in close
cooperation with Georg Oest Mineralölwerk.

customer requirements. This makes the system
interesting for many industries.

Of course the new filling system is already in
operation at the mineral oil plant. The immersion
filling system features filling without foaming,
precise metering, high process reliability, easy
controls for the operators and low maintenance
requirements. It can be used for a variety of liquid
media, e.g. lubricants, chemicals or paints. The
modular system of variable power units allows
customization to the specific task according to

KNOW-HOW IN GOOD SHAPE
Stickel GmbH in Löchgau has been a close
partner of automotive manufacturer
Porsche since the 1990s with regard to
prototype manufacturing. Today the
medium-sized company supplies the entire
German automotive industry with precision
sheet metal parts for prototypes and small
series. The reproduction of classic car spare
parts is another cornerstone, as an exclusive
partner for Porsche as well as for Mercedes-Benz
and BMW.
Stickel brings anything made of sheet steel,
coated sheet steel or aluminium into the desired
shape – from crossmembers and bonnets to
ornamental strips. One special strength of the
expanding company are the flexible, innovative
production processes.

The company realised many years ago that
production processes can be optimised
significantly just by selecting the right forming
lubricant. That is when the cooperation with
Oest started – over 15 years ago. After several
joint tests and a carefully prepared conversion
of the forming lubricant, process stability was
significantly improved.
The close cooperation between the two companies
has since been characterised by constant dialogue,
a trusting exchange of experiences and aligned
quality concepts. The company has since changed
to an improved product innovation from the Oest
Platinol range which optimised results again.
“The reliable quality of the forming lubricants
is one thing,” Uwe Zikofsky from Stickel

management emphasises, “but to achieve
consistent and sustainable process reliability and
to optimise production processes permanently,
we need a flexible partner with a strong service
department – like Oest, who will take the path of
continuous further development with us. And we
will continue to follow this in the future.”

FOCUS ON NEW MARKETS
Oest pushes market development in
Western Europe, Africa and Scandinavia.
Koen Eeckhout joins the Oest export team
as Country Manager Western Europe.
Koen Eeckhout is Belgian and has many years of
experience in the development of new markets.
With his help we will expand the support for our
current partners in Western Europe and develop
new sales channels there and in Scandinavia and
Africa, as Michael Kreft, Director International
Sales, explains.

Oest Group
Headquarters
Georg-Oest-Straße 4
72250 Freudenstadt, Germany

Koen Eeckhout,
Country Manager
Western Europe

“Our continuously growing export business requires professional, competent contact with our
partners and we are convinced that the added
export competence of Koen Eeckhout will further
support our path of growth.”

WELCOMING TRAINEES AND DH STUDENTS
After the Top Job professional education exhibition and the information day for trainees, our free spaces for trainees and dual
study courses were quickly taken.
The new trainees and DH students received a
warm welcome during two introduction days.
The successful start into the interesting and
varied working world at Oest also gave everybody the opportunity to get to know each other
a little better.

OEST TEAMS IN TOP FORM

Business units:
Lubricants
Phone +49 74 41 539-0
Fax +49 74 41 539-149
Email: schmierstoffe@oest.de
Energy
(fuel, heating fuel, natural gas, electricity)
Phone +49 7441 539-113
Fax +49 7441 539-146
Email: energie@oest.de
Oest GmbH & Co. Maschinenbau KG
Robert-Bürkle-Straße 7
72250 Freudenstadt, Germany
Phone +49 7441 539-400
Fax +49 7441 539-401
Email: info.omb@oest.de
Oest Tankstellen GmbH & Co. KG
Georg-Oest-Straße 4
72250 Freudenstadt, Germany
Phone +49 7441 539-301
Fax +49 7441 539-305
Email: tankstelle@oest.de

As a sponsor of the K30 Run in Freudenstadt,
Oest supplied three teams. With positions
3, 5 and 6 our relay teams gave a great
performance, as last year! Some of the runners
also attend the running club which is offered in the
framework of the corporate health management
at Oest. Apparently that is not only fun, but also
gets people into great shape!

PRODUCT NEWS | NEWS IN SHORT

Oest is a
partner of
AVIA

Improved and expanded container generation for our special
fuels Oecomix 2T® and Oecokraft 4T®:
n New, improved 5 litre container with many advantages for
handling, safety and functionality:
n high level of stability and shape retention
n easy opening and closing with childproof closure
n tested, safe and resistant material
n modern design with improved carrying comfort
n safety tap with fill stop optionally available
n thread compatible with common dispensing systems

Georg Oest Mineralölwerk
GmbH & Co. KG
Georg-Oest-Straße 4
72250 Freudenstadt, Germany

www.oecomix.de

n The convenient 1 litre bottle can be used for sales promotions of specialist dealers,
e.g. as a free gift instead of a discount when selling equipment.

www.oestgroup.com

